REVELATION DELIVERED THROUGH FRANCES MARIE KLUG
ON DECEMBER 14, 1995 AT 12:02 P.M.

SAINT STANISLAUS

“I am Saint Stanislaus.
T he

Father hands to mankind all the things
that are necessary for mankind to exist. He hands
mankind the sun, the moon, the stars. He hands
mankind water, He hands mankind the way to grow
food, to nourish the body. All these things are taken
for granted, because mankind does not look beyond
where all these things come from; they are natural to
life, they are necessities.

T his

Gift of The Father’s Love, This Miracle
that has instructed on so much, in so many ways, for
that Other Part of man, the Soul that is a Portion of
The Father, must be seen as It truly is. The Soul is
a Gift beyond what human life can measure, because
the Soul, as a Portion of The Father, automatically
says to mankind, ‘Nourish the Soul and live with Me
Forever.’

C hildren

are not being taught the Importance
of What they have within their body. Children are
not being instructed on the importance of truth, on
the importance of purity of mind and body. Children
are not being instructed on communication with The
Father. Children are not being taught the Importance
of human life and for the Reason it was created.

I t is sad when someone sees someone who is blind

in the eyes, because blindness is a tremendous loss in
many ways, for many reasons. It is a darkness beyond
what man knows darkness to be. What mankind does
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not realize is that sound Spiritual values and sound
Spiritual standards, and purity of mind, body and
Soul, have been in many ways set aside, ignored, as
necessities in everyday life. I ask you, ‘Why?’ Surely
there has to be some answer to My question.

T he

world, in many ways, practices so much
diabolical actions, always thinking of the humanistic
side that they feel is beneficial to their feelings, or
their monetary measures. Humanism, in many ways,
has cast aside the Importance of what human life was
created for. Some reading This Statement will not
truly agree with It, because to them the human part
of them is what they cater to and they please more.

It

is important that mankind, all races,
all colors, all creeds, all cultures, all degrees of
intelligence, read All that We have passed through
This Miracle, instructing mankind in a Personal Way
on the Importance of human life, the Generous Gift
The Father gave to man in giving human life a Soul.

It

is difficult for Us to understand why there
is not more taught about the Soul, why there is not
more Importance put on the Soul, when We hear
mankind, many ages involved here, say that: ‘The
Commandments are Things of the past. They were
given thousands of years ago. We live in a modern
age.’ Human life has not changed. Human life is as it
was created, and still has the Goal of the Soul within
it. Human life, without a Soul, would be like all other
animal life.

L ogic

should tell mankind that as man seeks
safety in all facets of life, he should seek safety
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in the Life that waits, because as the Soul is the
recipient of all that the individual does, says, takes
part in, mankind should be constantly aware of the
responsibility that each one has for the safety of That
Portion within him or her, that logically relates to
What The Father Is. So be it.”
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